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Abstract
As the rates of business and technological changes accelerate, misalignments between business
and IT architectures are inevitable. Existing alignment models, while important for raising awareness
of alignment issues, have provided little in the way of guidance for actually correcting misalignment
and thus achieving alignment. This paper introduces the BITAM (Business IT Alignment Method)
which is a process that describes a set of twelve steps for managing, detecting and correcting
misalignment. The methodology is an integration of two hitherto distinct analysis areas: business
analysis and architecture analysis. The BITAM is illustrated via a case study conducted with a
Fortune 100 company.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Aligning IT with business goals has been a critical issue for organizations for as long
as IT has been an important factor in the success of organizations. It is indisputable that
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IT has become an important enabler of business strategies. As organizations cope with
rapid changes in their business and technological environments, alignment issues have
been at or near the top of the list of “critical issues” in IT management every year for
the past fifteen years [10,27]. Alignment is also considered by many to be one of the most
important factors for system/business success today [8]. Empirical studies [7] have found
that alignment between business and IT strategic orientation was linked to IT effectiveness
and business performance. These findings also show that alignment is a better predictor
of IT effectiveness than is strategic orientation. In other words, companies may choose
different business strategies but the alignment has to be in place for the strategy to be
effective. Despite the near-universal acceptance of the importance of alignment, how to
actually realize it is no clearer today than it was decades ago.
The first important work on business/IT alignment was the seminal paper by Henderson
and Venkatraman on SAM—the Strategic Alignment Model [14]. This early research was
important and influential—it introduced the concepts of alignment to a wide audience and
structured the space of inquiry. But it said little about how to gauge and actually correct
misalignment, and it did not provide a means to connect alignment to architecture. That
was always the “magic”; the black box.
Alignment issues have also being scrutinized from the perspective of IT planning and
investment [3]. Henderson and Venkatraman [14] argued that the “inability to realize
value from IT investments is, in part, due to the lack of alignment between the business
and IT strategies of organizations”. Many information economics and balanced scorecard
methods have been developed, originating with the work of Kaplan and Norton [15] and
later modified specifically for IT evaluation [16,17,31]. This line of work was useful for
joining quantitative measures (such as ROI) with subjective and qualitative inputs to assess
the value of IT investment, establishing metrics for top-down resource prioritization and
project management. However, it has done little to provide practical guidance or methods
for actually optimizing IT investment or managing misalignment after the planning phase.
These methods give no insight into IT architectural choices, and this is risky. Consider, for
example, what would happen if an organization decided to meet a business requirement
by putting 200 new showers in a hotel to meet visitor demand (and hence to improve
profitability), without understanding the capacity of the underlying infrastructure such as
water pressure and hot water capacity.
Earlier research addresses alignment issues primarily from the strategic or conceptual
perspectives. The strong inter-dependency between business models and IT architectures
has not been explored in depth. On the other hand, the software engineering field has been
fruitful in architecture analysis and evaluation [18,9], design patterns, process redesign
and enterprise modeling, but it lacks a direct link from IT architecture to business models.
The Business and IT Alignment Method (BITAM) is a method that bridges the concerns of
these two disciplines. It provides a systematic, engineering-principled way of detecting and
correcting misalignment from the strategic business model level down to the IT architecture
level. The BITAM offers an information model with standard means of eliciting, collecting,
prioritizing and organizing the information needed by the alignment/realignment process.
The method invites its stakeholders to consider a range of realignment strategies—
architectural and business—and provides a decision procedure for choosing among the
alternatives.
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The BITAM defines mappings between three layers of a business system: business
models, business architectures and IT architectures. Misalignments are improper mappings
between the layers. Realignment activities are those activities that restore coherence to
the mappings. Changes may affect any of the layers, and these changes will ripple to the
other layers. For example, a change in the business environment (a new competitor) may
dictate that some existing business processes be changed (e.g., changing how customer
relationships are managed), which will in turn change the IT architecture that supports
these processes (perhaps a new Web-based customer relationship management system will
be integrated).
In business, change is constant and misalignment between business and IT is inevitable.
This paper presents the BITAM for managing misalignment and its application in
a case study with a Fortune 100 company. Theoretical background, related research
as well as the current practice are discussed in the next section. Section 3 describes
the development considerations (requirements) for the BITAM. The BITAM steps are
described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the application of BITAM step by step to the
case study. Section 6 discusses the results of the case study while concluding remarks and
future research are included in Section 7.
2. Theoretical background, related research and current practice
The BITAM has been motivated by research and practice in a number of different
areas: strategic alignment, architecture analysis and IT investment. Each of these will be
discussed, focusing on their contribution to the ideas presented in this paper.
2.1. Strategic alignment
In the Strategic Alignment Model (SAM), four fundamental domains of strategic
choice were defined: business strategy, information technology (IT) strategy, organizational
infrastructure and processes, and information technology infrastructure and processes—
each with its own underlying dimensions. The concept of strategic alignment of SAM is
based on two building blocks: the strategic fit between strategy and infrastructure (the
interrelationships between external and internal components); and functional integration
between business and IT).
This model was introduced in 1993 and it brought much needed concepts for lever-
aging IT capabilities for business operations and articulated the importance of the align-
ment for strategic management. Four cross-domain relationships called “alignment per-
spectives” were described. When business strategy serves as the driving force, it gives rise
to: (1) a strategic execution alignment perspective, e.g., business strategy affects organiza-
tional infrastructure and then IS infrastructure design; and (2) a technology transformation
alignment perspective, e.g., business strategy affects IT strategy and then IS infrastructure.
When IT strategy serves as the enabler, two more cross-domain relationships arise: (3)
a competitive potential alignment perspective: new IT capabilities allow new adaptations
of business strategy thus affecting organizational infrastructure and processes; and (4) a
service level alignment perspective: IT strategy affects IS infrastructure and then organi-
zational infrastructure. These perspectives help articulate the importance of linking the IT
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Fig. 1. Three-level architecture of the Business IT Alignment Method (BITAM).
Architecture layer to the Business Model layer as depicted in the three-layer model of the
BITAM given in Fig. 1, where either business strategy or IT strategy can serve as the driver.
Luftman and colleagues [25,23,24] explored in more pragmatic detail how to translate
the SAM into management framework and action plans for the transformation of the
enterprise. Their work provided a high-level process roadmap for carrying out alignment.
The steps in this roadmap include: set the goals and establish a team; understand the
business–IT linkage; analyze and prioritize gaps; specify the (project management) actions;
choose and evaluate success criteria; and sustain alignment. But the question of how best
to actually implement this process has remained.
2.2. IT investment: linking business performance to IT
In practice, as IT is transformed from a purely engineering discipline to a universal tool,
companies have tried in vain to contain their IT spending and to reap the benefits of their
IT investments. Methods for evaluating IT investments have naturally proliferated.
The Balanced Scorecards approach was first proposed in a 1992 Harvard Business
Review article by Kaplan and Norton [15]. The Balanced Scorecard joins traditional finance
lag indicators with operational metrics and integrates them into a broader framework
that accounts for intangibles such as corporate innovation, employee satisfaction and
effectiveness of applications. The Scorecard puts those measures into four perspectives—
financial, customer satisfaction, internal processes, and growth and learning—then asks
managers to evaluate each perspective against the business strategy.
Because the Balanced Scorecard is primarily a tool for managing strategy it rarely works
without top-level executive sponsorship [12]. If companies skip the initial step of mapping
out a business strategy with clear cause-and-effect relationships, they can end up measuring
factors that do not link to business performance. Critics who do not care for the Scorecard’s
softer sliding-scale side charge that it is used as a way to justify behavior rather than effect
meaningful change. Even proponents acknowledge that IT faces a special challenge in
correctly mapping its activities to strategic corporate goals.
Information Economics [26] aims to provide a method for evaluating a portfolio of
projects and allocating resources where they will be of the greatest benefit. The idea is
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to force IT and business managers to articulate, agree on and rank priorities, and draw
more objective conclusions about the strategic business worth of individual projects. IT and
business managers first list 10 decision factors (in Business and IT domains) and evaluate
each for its relative importance (positive) or risk (negative) to the business. Each line of
business has different decision factors that can be added, deleted or changed as priorities
change. Next, IT projects are evaluated against those decision factors. The result is a total
relative value number for each project in the IT portfolio. With a master list of projects
ranked by score, it is simple to determine which should be continued and which should be
killed. Information Economics is a relatively fast way to prioritize spending and align IT
projects with business goals. Its risk analysis is fairly detailed, if still subjective.
2.3. Business architecture: process redesign and enterprise modeling
Numerous studies focus on business process redesign and re-engineering as a means to
achieve competitive advantage with IT. Capitalizing IT as a driver or enabler of business
strategy, business process re-engineering (BPR) is a radical change that aligned IT with
business processes [13,11]. Efforts in enterprise modeling are also worth noting [33,2].
Enterprise modeling has been described as “a combination of diagrammatic, tabular, or
other visual structures, which represent the key components of the business that need
to be understood”. Qualitative modeling allows the modelers to view the organization’s
synergistic existence as a whole entity versus the sum of its parts, in supporting the
organizational mission, objectives and functions [32]. The holistic enterprise view was used
to assist BPR and can be useful in defining the Business Architecture Layer of the BITAM.
2.4. IT architecture: analysis and evaluation
Since its inception as a separate domain of research in the early 1990s, there has
been an increasing awareness of the importance of software architecture and architecture
analysis in the software engineering community. The first architecture analysis method,
SAAM [19], provided a simple means of evaluating an architecture for fitness with
respect to modifiability. Since then many other analysis methods have been created, such
as ALMA [22], the ATAM [9] and the CBAM [18], and these methods have extended
the breadth of architectural assessment techniques to include economic considerations,
analysis of product lines and quality trade-offs.
These techniques have become widely adopted by software engineering professionals in
both government and industry, and have been instantiated in many organizations’ standard
development practices. However, they are all stand-alone techniques, that do not, by
themselves, integrate with an organization’s business goals.
2.5. Current practice and the lesson learned
Most organizations know the importance of Business IT alignment but usually lack
the expertise to perform the alignment tasks themselves. The need for a holistic, practical
alignment methodology remains unfulfilled. Organizations spend considerable amounts
on consultants to help them with alignment issues but quantifying the benefits has
been difficult, and significant guesswork has been employed. A survey of 238 mid-size
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companies in [30] found that strategic alignment might, in some cases, harm a company.
The study found that while 70% of companies reduce costs or improve sales and customer
service after increasing strategic alignment, 30% see no improvement or even a decline.
Companies that suffered from this alignment paradox did so either because they installed
incompatible systems, or they failed to establish a common IT architecture. They were
therefore unable to realign their systems and share information as needed when their
own strategies or outside business conditions changed. The loss of flexibility due to rigid
alignment for “today” was a key reason that the 30% group saw no real benefit from
their alignment efforts. The critical alignment lesson for companies is this: Increased
strategic alignment will improve IT’s value to the business, but only if the company is
flexible enough to react to sudden business change. This becomes a critical requirement
for alignment methods to allow trade-off analysis of costs today for tomorrow’s flexibility.
3. Methodology development goals
The BITAM aims at unifying the business and architectural approaches to business
and IT alignment. It integrates and extends previous research efforts in the three layers:
Business Model, Business Architecture and IT Architecture. To avoid the problems
of current practice and manage business and IT misalignment using the engineering
principles, the method must address the following four critical goals. As we describe the
method, we will show how each step contributes to these goals.
1. The business goals and visions (and the requirements derived from them) must be
captured precisely, unambiguously and repeatably. Additionally, these business goals
and requirements must be negotiated in an informed manner among a diverse group of
stakeholders (Steps 1–4).
2. Business and IT architectures must be documented in a manner that is analyzable with
respect to the process of alignment (Steps 5–6).
3. Misalignment must be gauged, either qualitatively or quantitatively, and the measures
must be validatable (Steps 7–9).
4. Realignment strategies must be chosen in a manner that is optimal with respect to the
organization’s business goals (of today and tomorrow), including ROI (Steps 10–12).
As an aid to developing the BITAM, we have a substantial body of results and
experience from previous architecture analysis methods and case studies [9,1]. In the
course of developing these analysis methods we have developed documentation templates
for eliciting architectural information, standard analysis techniques, approaches to the
quantification of uncertainty, and techniques for prioritizing and validating stakeholder
judgments.
4. BITAM process overview
BITAM is developed on the basis of engineering principles while embracing business
strategies and economic practicalities. By design, BITAM prescribes a concrete set of steps
to take in the full life cycle of misalignment management detection and correction with
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qualitative and quantitative measures to help trade-off analysis of alternative strategies in
various steps. Each step is repeatable and traceable. Flexibility and adaptability are allowed
by “option” pricing.
From Fig. 1 we see that there are three alignments that we need to plan for and to ensure:
Business Models to Business Architectures; Business Architectures to IT Architectures;
and Business Models to IT Architectures. Misalignment can never be prevented. The best
that we can do is to manage these alignments continuously, as befits an organization of
high process maturity. We propose to manage these three alignments as follows, extending
concepts in [9]:
• We ensure alignment between business models and the business architecture via the
creation/exercising of operational scenarios that satisfy the business requirements.
• We ensure alignment of business architecture with the IT architecture via the exercising
of the same set of operational scenarios.
• We ensure alignment of the business model with the IT architecture via the
creation/exercising of scenarios that satisfy the business drivers (quality attribute
requirements).
We then check and perform the alignments in the reverse direction. Checking the
alignments from IT architecture to business architecture and from business architecture
to business goals involves checking that the results of exercising the operational scenarios
meet the goals of the level above. However, checking the alignment from the resulting
IT architecture to the business goals is more complex. We believe that this very
important process is one of ensuring that the IT investment strategy is fulfilled by the
architecture [18].
Specifically, the steps of the BITAM are as follows. The first four steps address the aim
of capturing the business goals.
1. Elicit business drivers from key management stakeholders
IT alignment and IT investment must flow from the strategic goals of the system’s
stakeholders. These goals must flow both top-down from management, which represents
the realization of a corporate strategy as a set of IT investments, and bottom-up, from
end-users, architects, programmers and line managers, who will be the ones using and
implementing the IT strategy, as a set of tactical decisions, business processes and IT
processes. But, in the end, the key management stakeholders must be the final judges of
which business drivers are attended to and which are not.
For this reason, the business goals of the system (or systems) for which alignment
is desired must be explicitly elicited from the key management stakeholders, and then
prioritized and recorded. All decisions that result from the BITAM will flow from these
recorded goals and the users of the BITAM will often return to these goals to settle
disputes, determine priorities of IT investments, and decide on implementation staging
and scheduling.
These goals should be represented as specific performance targets. For example:
• Our new processors will achieve better price/performance ratios than Intel’s within 18
months.
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• Our Web site will be so user-friendly that 80% of customers who browse our site will
make a purchase.
• Fill all orders with 98% accuracy within 24 h from existing inventory.
• Support the integration of user-written scripts into our tool.
• Ultrahigh availability of our Web servers.
These goals will be the guiding force for all decisions that follow in the BITAM, so it is
important that they are chosen carefully and with input from the widest possible group of
relevant stakeholders.
2. Elicit a set of operational scenarios from the entire group of stakeholders
The operational scenarios are a representation of the business processes and practices
defined in the business architecture in terms that can be realized on top of the IT
architecture. Using scenarios is a widely used technique for eliciting requirements and
understanding system uses and activities in a way that is concrete and easily understood
by stakeholders (e.g. [6]). It has been extensively used in creating, understanding and
evaluating software designs (sometimes these scenarios are known as “use cases” [9,28].
Their use as a basis for software evaluation for “fitness” has also been well established
[19,22].
The elicitation process must facilitate the collection of a relatively complete set of
scenarios. As such, it must be approached both top-down and bottom-up. In the top-down
sense, high-level systems goals (e.g. bulk reschedule all database updates cancelled due to
downtime, create individual user accounts on the Web site for customers) are broken down
into sub-goals, which are then further refined into scenarios. Scenario brainstorming can
also be used to initiate the bottom-up approach. In practice, both techniques are effective
and they should be used together for completeness.
These scenarios are most effective for evaluation purposes when they contain some
explicit “performance” goals. For example, instead of saying “bulk reschedule all database
updates cancelled due to downtime”, a better scenario would say “bulk reschedule 100
database updates cancelled due to downtime in less than 2 min”. This version of the
scenario is refutable and hence testable.
3. Elicit a set of change scenarios from the entire group of stakeholders
The change scenarios are a representation of the anticipated changes that the system
will need to withstand in the future. These are typically a combination of corrective (or
perfective) maintenance and new capabilities or upgrades. For example:
• add functionality to enable one-click retrieval of customer records in 16 person weeks;
• integrate all three order entry systems into a single unified front end by release 4 of the
system;
• add real-time stock tracking to the system’s repertoire in less than 6 person months.
Note that these change scenarios will also have performance and availability consequences.
For example, the change scenario above, adding real-time stock tracking, will have
performance and security implications.
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4. Prioritize the operational scenarios and change scenarios
Once these change scenarios have been collected they can be prioritized. Each of
these lists should be discussed by the group, scrutinized for completeness and prioritized.
Prioritization procedures will vary according to the make-up of the organization. In some
organizations the managers simply decide on the priorities. In other groups the decision
making is more based upon shared understanding and consensus. In practice we have found
that a mix of these two approaches seems to satisfy most of the stakeholders.
First the stakeholders vote on the scenarios. To effect this we follow the voting scheme
described in [9]: each stakeholder is allocated a number of votes calculated as 0.3 ∗ #
of scenarios. Each stakeholder is then free to allocate these votes in whatever quantities
he/she sees fit. For example, if there are 50 scenarios then each stakeholder would get 15
votes to allocate. All 15 could go to one scenario, or 15 scenarios could get one vote each,
or anything in between. The votes are then tallied, the scenarios are sorted by number of
votes and a line is drawn somewhere on the sorted list. All scenarios above the line are
considered in the future analysis; all below the line are ignored (at least for now). This part
of the voting is egalitarian.
Then the manager can now exercise top-down authority by determining that certain
additional scenarios belong above the line. This mix of democracy and autocracy appears
to satisfy the majority of analysis situations in which we have been involved.
Steps 5 and 6 address the goal of documenting the business and IT architectures.
5. Elicit the business architecture from the key information architects
The business architecture can be documented using a use case diagram, a data flow
diagram, or (if it exists) a deployment diagram. The point of this step is not to document
the technical aspects of the architecture (which will be done in Step 6), but simply to
capture what the system is to do, how data flows through the system and what users do in
their interactions with the system.
6. Elicit the IT architecture from the key technical architects
Now the IT architecture must be elicited from the architects. There is often a question
as to the degree of detail that should be included in such a representation. We adopt the
industry standard definition of software architecture:
The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or
structures of the system which comprise software components, the externally visible
properties of those components and the relationships among them [1].
To describe such an architecture we typically wish to elicit several structures, or views,
or the architecture. It is not particularly important what form of representation is used
in these views, but in surveying current industrial best practices UML appears to be the
reigning language of choice [29]. Irrespective of what representation is used, on the basis
of [21] and [9] we recommend documenting at least the following views:
• the functional (or logical) view, showing the major system functional entities and key
system domain abstractions and their relationships;
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• the code view, showing the classes, objects, procedures and functions, and their
abstraction/composition into things like subsystems, layers and modules;
• the development (or structural) view, showing the file and directory structure that
developers and maintainers see and use;
• the concurrency (or process/thread) view, showing the system processes and threads and
how they communicate and synchronize;
• the physical (or deployment) view, showing the hardware resources of the system and
how the fit together, principally showing the CPUs, sensors, storage, networks and so
forth.
In addition, the scenarios that we have already collected serve several critical functions in
documenting an architecture. They help one to understand and validate the architecture,
by allowing architects, designers and programmers to “walk through” the architecture as
it is affected by a scenario. They help to communicate the architecture, particularly to
those who have not had a major role in its creation. And scenarios help to tie the views
together. Views seldom occur in isolation; one view is typically mapped onto another
view. Scenarios aid in this mapping process by providing a need to concretely realize
some aspect of the architecture. Finally, scenarios aid in understanding the limits of the
architecture, by seeing where it is difficult for the architecture to satisfy or be adapted
to satisfy a scenario. We will see these various uses of scenarios in Steps 7 and 8 of the
BITAM.
Often the architect has some of these views already documented, but perhaps more often
there is little or no documented architecture of the system. In this case the architecture will
need to be elicited, or even reverse engineered [34,20]. This is regularly cited as a huge
(hidden) benefit of performing a method such as the BITAM—forcing the technical experts
to document their architecture.
The next three steps provide the means to gauge the degree of misalignment.
7. Map the operational scenarios onto the business architecture
The top ranked operational scenarios must be mapped onto the business architecture, to
see that it indeed satisfies the needs of the users. Recall that, in Step 2, when we elicited
operational scenarios from the stakeholders, we recommended that they be associated
with explicit performance measures. Now these measures come into play. The business
architecture may be evaluated as to whether it supports the top ranked scenarios (a binary
judgment) and, if so, the degree to which they are expected to be able to meet their
performance goals.
Of course, if the performance goals rely heavily on system performance (rather than,
for example, operator performance) then it may not be possible to make these judgments
without referring to the IT architecture.
8. Map the operational and change scenarios onto the IT architecture
The top ranked changed scenarios are now mapped onto the IT architecture. Depending
on the scenario, one or more of the documented views may need to be referred to during
this process. Unlike the case for the mapping of the operational scenarios, where the results
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Analysis of Architectural Approach
Scenario #: Scenario: Text of scenario
Attribute(s): Quality attribute(s) with which this scenario is concerned
Environment: Relevant assumptions about the environment in which the system resides, and
what are the relevant conditions when the scenario is carried out.
Stimulus: A precise statement of the quality attribute stimulus (e.g., function invoked,
failure, threat, modification, . . . ) embodied by the scenario.
Response: A precise statement of the quality attribute response (e.g., response time,
measure of difficulty of modification).
Architectural Decisions: Sensitivity Trade-off Risk Non-risk
Architectural decisions relevant
to this scenario that affect quality
attribute response
Sensitivity
point #
Trade-off point # Risk # Non-risk #
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Reasoning Qualitative and/or quantitative rationale for why the list of architectural
decisions contribute to meeting each quality attribute requirement expressed
by the scenario.
Architecture
diagram
Diagram or diagrams of architectural views annotated with architectural
information to support the above reasoning. These may be accompanied by
explanatory text.
Fig. 2. A documentation template for capturing a scenario’s effect.
of the mapping are typically binary, the results of mapping the change scenarios are multi-
faceted.
One aspect of the change is the magnitude of the change itself; the amount of human
effort involved in modifying the system. This is typically measured in person weeks of
work. For each scenario we ask the architects to enumerate the affected components,
connectors and interfaces, and then ask them to further estimate the effort for each of
these items. These estimates are recorded for each scenario.
But a change will typically affect one or more of the system’s quality attributes (or QAs:
performance, availability, security, usability, portability etc.) and so these effects must also
be taken into account, to understand the trade-offs involved in the change. These effects
are captured in a form such as that shown in Fig. 2 (adapted from [9]).
Once these effects have been captured and properly documented, the trade-offs
associated with the scenario can be assessed.
9. Assess the misalignments
What is a misalignment? It is any business process that is not properly aligned
either with requirements or with the system that implements the response to those
requirements. Steps 1–9 of the BITAM provide the basic materials for determining whether
a misalignment exists, and for scoping the magnitude of the misalignment. The steps
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highlight operational scenarios that are not satisfied by the business architecture and/or
the IT architecture, as well as change scenarios that are not well supported by the IT
architecture.
But for this method to be complete, it also needs to provide a way of determining how
realignment may take place, along with an assessment of the costs and benefits of that
realignment. An inexpensive but imperfectly aligned system might be preferable to an
ideal but costly system. So it is important to explicitly document the set of misalignments
found in Steps 1–9 as input to Steps 10–12, where realignment strategies are proposed.
10. Propose realignment business strategies
If a misalignment is detected in Step 9, it may be addressed by either changing the
business process or by changing the IT architecture. In this step, changes of the former
type are proposed, as modifications to the data flows or use cases.
11. Propose realignment architectural strategies
In response to the highly ranked scenarios generated by the method so far, the team
is now in a position to propose a set of architectural strategies (ASs) that repair the
misalignments. For example, if it was determined that, for business reasons, the system
should be more highly available than it currently is, this might be proposed as a change
scenario: the system must be available 99.9% of the time. This means that the system may
only be down for about 9 h per year.
To achieve this goal an architect might propose one or more ASs, such as
“Add an additional redundant database server with a heartbeat mechanism and add
watchdog/failover/switching logic to every client”. This would be a single realignment
AS. Many such ASs will likely be proposed in response to the misalignments discovered.
Each of these is an input to Step 12.
12. Evaluate the new business and architectural strategies as investments
Once the realignment ASs have been proposed, they must be evaluated from a cost and
benefit perspective. Evaluating the costs of systems and system parts is an established part
of IT and software engineering economics (e.g. [4,5]) and we propose no new techniques
for its achievement here. For evaluating the benefits of ASs we follow a modified version
of the Cost–Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) [18]. This method consists of a number of
steps aimed at eliciting and validating the benefits that will accrue to ASs while accounting
for the inherent uncertainty in such judgments. The relevant steps are:
1. Assessing QA Benefits.
2. Quantifying the Architectural Strategies’ Benefits.
3. Quantifying the Architectural Strategies’ Costs and Schedule Implications.
4. Calculating Desirability.
5. Making Decisions.
As a means of determining the benefit of an individual AS, a benefit evaluation function
needs to be created. Benefit should be correlated with the degree to which architectural
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strategies support QA goals, which in turn relate back to business goals. To do this we have
managers (who can speak as to the business impacts of each QA) assign a quality attribute
score (QAScore) to each QA system goal (performance, interoperability, modifiability,
availability, security, etc.).
We ask the managers to choose these scores so that they total 100. For example:
Performance: 25
Security: 20
Modifiability: 20
Availability: 5
Interoperability: 15
Integrability: 15
We also have these managers articulate the aspect of the quality attribute that led to their
score. For example, while security might have a score of 20, it is the data confidentiality
aspect of security that is the primary determinant of this score.
We then use these scores to evaluate each of the individual architectural strategies. Very
rarely does an AS only affect a single QA. ASs will have effects on multiple QAs, some
positive and some negative, and to varying degrees. To capture this, we ask the architects to
rank each AS in terms of its contribution (Cont) to each QA on a scale of −1 to +1. A +1
means that this AS has a substantial positive effect on the QA (for example, an AS under
consideration might have a substantial positive effect on performance) and a −1 means the
opposite. Based upon this information each ASi can now be assigned a computed benefit
score from −100 to +100 “Benys” using the following formula:
Benefit(ASi ) = Σ j (Conti j ∗ QAScorej ).
For example, given the QAScores listed above, we can calculate benefit scores for two
hypothetical ASs as follows (note that we only consider the QAs for which there is a non-
zero contribution):
AS1: Performance (1.0), Security (−0.05), Availability (−0.6), Modifiability (−0.4)
Benefit(AS1) = (1 ∗ 25) + (−0.5 ∗ 20) + (−0.6 ∗ 5) + (−0.04 ∗ 20)
= 4.
AS2: Performance (−0.4), Interoperability (1.0), Integrability (0.8), Modifiability (1.0)
Benefit(AS2) = (−0.4 ∗ 25) + (1 ∗ 15) + (0.8 ∗ 15) + (1 ∗ 20)
= 37.
This score allows us to rank the benefit of every architectural change that has been
contemplated. But clearly this evaluation is fraught with the uncertainty that we described
above. How do we capture this uncertainty? Our approach to capturing uncertainty is to
use stakeholder judgment variations as a measure of uncertainty. Consider the stakeholder
judgments listed in Table 1.
These numbers are typical of what is elicited from stakeholders. While they are
frequently in accordance, there are times when they show great differences of opinion, as
in the stakeholders’ scores for the Modifiability implications of an AS in Table 1. We can
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Table 1
Capturing stakeholder uncertainty
Quality attribute Stakeholder 1 Stakeholder 2 Stakeholder 3
Performance 0.9 1.0 0.8
Security −0.5 −0.6 −0.4
Modifiability −0.1 −0.8 −0.3
Availability −0.6 −0.6 −0.4
use Kendall’s concordance coefficient (similar to Spearman’s correlation coefficient but it
is a non-parametric measure) for the group as a whole as a measure of the uncertainty of
the group. The more highly correlated the group, the higher the concordance coefficient
and hence the lower the uncertainty. For example, considering all of their QA judgments,
the stakeholders in Table 1 above have a Kendall’s coefficient (W ) of 0.6905, an indicator
of a low level of concordance (F-stat = 4.461, p = 0.08). We can perform the same test
with respect to each stakeholder’s QAScores and with respect to their computed Benefit
score for each AS.
Of course, some of the variation can be removed by ensuring that the stakeholders mean
the same thing when they say, for example, “performance” and by reminding them of what
was stated earlier about the business goals of the system and how those relate to QA goals.
But some of the uncertainty is endemic. People evaluate the chance of success differently,
or judge the benefits differently. These differences in judgment are a true characterization
of the group’s uncertainty and this needs to be captured as an aid to making business
decisions.
Now consider that we have two sources of uncertainty here: the variation in
stakeholders’ judgments in QAScores and Contribution scores. Rather than analyzing these
separately, we must combine them into a single Benefit score and examine the uncertainty
associated with variation in Benefit. This is because, while we could compute a mean and
standard deviation for each QAScore and Conti j value or a concordance coefficient for
each set of QAScore and Conti j values, it is not clear what it would mean to multiply
the uncertainty values together when we produce the Benefit score. We choose instead to
compute Benefit scores for each AS for each stakeholder and then look at the concordance
coefficient of these values.
The previous step calculated a measure of benefit for each architectural strategy under
consideration. Next we must calculate the expected cost of implementing each architectural
strategy ASi that results in the expected benefit. This cost estimation might be extremely
crude in the triage step—perhaps nothing more than a (high, medium, low) judgment. Since
detailed cost estimation is relatively time-consuming, this effort should only be spent on
the subset of ASs that appear to be promising. And, as previously stated, we simply assume
that the organization already has some cost estimation technique in place.
In addition to eliciting the costs and benefits of the ASs under consideration, prudent
planning dictates that we estimate the schedule implications of each ASi in terms of elapsed
time, shared use of critical resources, and dependencies among implementation efforts.
Perhaps an AS is otherwise desirable, but does not fit in with the organization’s time-to-
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market goals. During this step we will note any contention for shared resources among
these estimates (hardware, software, or personnel), for these will also affect the feasibility
of an AS.
We are now in a position to calculate a desirability metric by which the various ASs that
have passed the triage stage can be compared. We can use this metric to rank these ASs.
The metric is as follows:
Desirability(ASi ) = Benefit(ASi )/Cost(ASi )
where Benefit and Cost are taken as mean values and Desirability is in the units Benys/$.
Now the ASi may be ranked according to this metric. Using this metric, the schedule
constraints and a characterization of the uncertainty, we are now in a position to make
decisions.
As a result of these twelve steps, each misalignment can be analyzed and its relative
costs and benefits can be compared. In this way, misalignments and realignments can be
managed as business investment decisions.
To be completely effective, the BITAM must be institutionalized as a part of a regular
management process. Once an iteration of the BITAM has been performed, the results of
the method should be assessed. This assessment may be achieved by re-running the first
nine steps of the method.
5. Case study: a Fortune 100 company
The case study presented here is a greatly condensed description of the application
of the BITAM to a system being developed at a Fortune 100 Corporation, hereinafter
called “BizCo”.1 This system, called IDEA—Interface Descriptions for Enterprise
Architecture—is being developed as a means of creating system and interface descriptions
for all BizCo Customer systems, to ease the process of making those systems integrate and
interact, and to continue to work together as they independently evolve. Currently BizCo
has only an ad hoc process for ensuring that interface descriptions are created, distributed,
updated and validated. The existing system and the existing business process were not
meeting the stakeholders’ needs.
The objectives of the IDEA system are to rationalize the process of interface description
and communication, and to provide a scalable repository for the information. We now
present a use of the BITAM, as it was applied to the IDEA system. Via this case study we
will illustrate the steps of the method, and the BITAM’s value in the real world.
Step 1: Business drivers
The business drivers for IDEA were collected from a representative group of
stakeholders. Example drivers collected included:
1 The name of the corporation and some details of the system have been obscured, for legal reasons.
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B1. Describe the interfaces of all major customer systems to obtain an ‘as is’ picture of
the system of systems. Obtaining this information will assist all enterprise architecture
decision making for the customer systems’ domain.
B2. Implement an interface change management process to eliminate errors due to
miscommunications between interface partners.
B3. Collect interface descriptions directly from people responsible for the target systems
and interfaces, thus distributing the cost and effort of collecting and maintaining this
information.
Step 2: Operational scenarios
A set of operational scenarios were also elicited from the stakeholders, indicating the
most important operations/functions that the system needed to support. Example scenarios
included:
O1. Stakeholder X enters a description for interface Y . This must be done by all
stakeholders responsible for an interface.
O2. Interface owner initiates a change process and all consumers of the interface must
approve the change for the interface to be promoted.
O3. Interface owner clones an interface to support a subset of consumers who have not
approved the upgrade to the new interface.
Step 3: Change scenarios
Finally, a set of change scenarios was elicited, describing anticipated changes that the
system would be subjected to in the near future:
C1. Extend the IDEA system to maintain interface descriptions for the entire company’s
systems.
C2. Extend the IDEA system to maintain detailed system descriptions including
dependencies on technologies.
C3. Extend the IDEA system to create a ‘blackboard’ of credentials and constraints on the
use of major reusable components (systems) across the company.
Step 4: Prioritize scenarios
Since all scenarios are not of the same importance, the two elicited sets need to
be prioritized. The prioritization process has been described in [9], and will not be
repeated here. The stakeholders prioritized the business drivers and, using this information,
prioritized the operational and change scenarios.
Step 5: Business architecture
The business architecture that existed prior to the creation of the IDEA system consisted
of the following major activities:
BA1: System owner stakeholder enters description of an “owned” interface into the
database.
BA2: Interface consumer stakeholder searches the database for an existing interface.
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BA3: Interface consumer saves an interface description to a file.
BA4: System owner stakeholder modifies a description of an owned interface and emails
consumers to notify them of the change.
Each of these activities is captured as a use case and the set of use cases is documented in
a use case diagram (omitted here for reasons of space).
While there was an existing IT architecture—as will be described next—the business
process surrounding the use of the database and the communication between interface
owners and interface consumers was completely ad hoc. In particular, there was no
established means of locating specific interfaces, no means of controlling how and when
interfaces were updated, and no rigorous means of notifying all consumers of an interface
when it changed.
Step 6: IT architecture
The IT Architecture of the existing system is quite simple, as shown in Fig. 3. It consists
of an Access database and remote clients, connected via the corporate network. This
system was difficult to use, required the installation of a custom client and was not widely
promoted.
Step 7: Map operational scenarios onto business architecture
The highly ranked operational scenarios from Step 2 can now be mapped on to the
Business Architecture, described in Step 5. This reveals areas of potential misalignment.
For example:
O1.1. Not all stakeholders can be relied upon to enter an interface description for their
owned interfaces. There is no master list of interface owners or interfaces to ensure
100% coverage.
O1.2. If owned interface descriptions do not exist, the consumers cannot connect to them
accurately and thus we have an incomplete picture of the system of systems.
O2. Each interface owner may not have an accurate list of the interface consumers
affected by the change. The consumers may subscribe to the correct email list,
or may not have updated email addresses. The contact people may have left the
organization or the company.
Step 8: Map operational and change scenarios onto IT architecture
In addition to the operational scenarios, any highly ranked change scenarios that were
elicited in Step 3 should be mapped onto the IT Architecture, to understand the ways in
which this architecture will be subjected to change in the future. For example:
C1. The database may have to be upgraded to Oracle 9i to allow for greater scalability (to
support company-wide deployment).
Such changes may not derive directly from the changes to the business architecture, but
may be necessary for compliance with company or community standards, to handle new
versions of software or hardware, etc.
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Fig. 3. IT architecture of the existing system.
Step 9: Assess misalignments
A large number of misalignments were immediately identified on the basis of scenarios
of mapping to the Business and IT architectures. A small number of examples are presented
here.
For example, Scenario O1 is poorly supported by the existing architecture since there
is no requirement for people to enter interface descriptions. Scenario O2 is also not
supported by the business architecture: interface consumers have no rights to approve
interface changes and often are unaware that interfaces are about to change. And O3
also represents a significant misalignment: interface owners have no means of forking new
interface descriptions (they can only create a new interface in the database which would
not be linked to the existing interface).
Step 10: Propose realignment business strategies
Now that a set of misalignments have been identified, new business processes can be
introduced to realign the business and IT architectures. Note that we consider change to
both the business and IT architecture when striving for alignment.
For example, one new process is requiring interface descriptions to be entered for all
existing interfaces, and for all changes to them. Another new business process is to require
interface owners to “register” their dependency on an interface. A third is to ensure that
all users that have registered for an interface are notified of interface changes via email.
Finally, a business process is needed that requires all interfaces changes to be made through
the IT architecture, necessitating an accurate description of the interfaces.
Step 11: Propose realignment architectural strategies
An IT architecture must be created to realign with the newly modified business
architecture. The following system features are proposed:
• A Web-based data input mechanism will be created to allow each system’s interface
descriptions to be entered and updated independently.
• To enable accurate and sufficiently detailed interface descriptions, consumers will be
allowed to create descriptions for the interface owners on the Web site.
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Fig. 4. Proposed IDEA system architecture.
• Owners will be aided in tracking consumers of their interfaces and given the capability
to manage interface changes.
• Interface owners will have the ability to reconcile all descriptions entered by interface
consumers.
To support these features, a number of new architectural strategies (ASs) were proposed.
A subset of these ASs are presented here:
• The application will be deployed on the corporate intranet using a standard Web browser
as the client interface. This will permit ubiquitous user access.
• A tiered approach will be implemented with the all data residing inside a relational
database. An application layer will be functionally distinct, but will coexist with the
presentation layer in a middle tier.
• J2EE technology will be used to deploy the application on a central Tomcat server,
running Servlets. This allows easier capacity addition.
• An LDAP server will permit easy user authentication.
The proposed architecture is presented in Fig. 4.
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Step 12: Evaluate new strategies as investments
Once proposed, ASs need to be evaluated and compared with each other, since it is
frequently the case that any system development will have greater requirements than budget
and ability to deliver solutions allow. Thus choices among competing priorities need to be
made.
We evaluate the competing ASs using the CBAM [18]. The CBAM, using the scenarios
already collected, elicits stakeholder judgments on the benefits of each AS, as it applies to
each scenario. Benefits are collected as “utility” scores. Costs are elicited using standard
cost-modeling techniques (e.g. [4,5]). Given this information, a return on investment range
of values can be associated with each AS (in units of Utils/$), and the stakeholders can use
these values to make informed decisions regarding where to devote their limited resources.
To take a simple example, two ASs were considered for implementing server pages:
whether to use simple Java server pages (AS22) or whether to use Jakarta Struts (AS23).
Each of these was considered from the perspectives of: their costs of implementation; the
potential benefits that they brought, with respect to the ease of implementation for the
operational scenarios; the risks and uncertainty involved in implementing each; and the
schedule implications. On the basis of this consideration, Jakarta Struts were chosen; even
though they were more complex (and hence costly) to implement, the utility that they
brought to the system (in terms of easing the implementation of large numbers of server
pages) gave them a higher ROI.
6. Results
In the case of BizCo, the process has yielded a number of useful results:
1. The BITAM has allowed the architect to group ASs into a set of staged releases that
progressively address the stakeholders’ most critical business goals, and which are
optimal based upon ROI.
2. The BITAM has given the architect a tool for arguing for changes to BizCo’s business
processes, to bring them into alignment with both the IT solution and with the
company’s business goals.
3. Having an established method, with precisely described steps, has not only aided in
stakeholder communication, but has greatly reduced the amount of time and energy
spent on negotiating requirements.
The BITAM has allowed BizCo’s architect to efficiently determine the course of
development for the IDEA system, and the company is aggressively pursuing this course.
7. Conclusions and future work
Business/IT Alignment is not something that an organization can do once and then be
done with. It is not an event but rather a process of continuous adaptation and change [14].
Attention to misalignment must be an ongoing part of a corporation’s Business/IT strategy.
Previous methods have provided models for thinking about it, but until the BITAM there
has been no method for detecting, gauging and ameliorating the effects of misalignment.
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The BITAM holds tremendous promise for aiding organizations in managing their
Business and IT alignment processes. The BITAM is built upon a foundation of existing
analysis methods, such as the ATAM and the CBAM. Although this is our first real-
world BITAM case study, the foundations of the BITAM have been “road-tested”
hundreds of times [9]. The method contributes by integrating different domains of
research (e.g., software engineering and business strategy), by applying IT architecture
analysis techniques to Business/IT misalignment management, and by using scenarios
to tie together the mapping and analysis of the three layers (Business models, Business
Architecture, IT architecture) presented in Fig. 1.
There are many research challenges in creating and validating a model of Business/IT
alignment so that it is predictable and repeatable. Assessing and refining the BITAM so
that it exhibits predictability and repeatability is the next phase of our research.
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